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Introduction

TheCure is a BEP-20 token that was launched on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) in June 

2022. BSC is well known for it's cheap gas fees, fast transactions and various features.

 

It is a community-driven project born with a focus on charitable donations and creating 

opportunities for our community. It is a token with a cause. We aim to make the world a 

better place while simultaneously rewarding our holders with incentives such as 

reflections, burn events and maximizing the value of TheCure as well as the returns to 

our holders, with the help of our tokenomics. The amount of tokens in your wallet will 

grow with every transaction, simply by holding $THEC. 

 

TheCure also has visions, ideas and plans for integration into the P2E Gaming, NFT and 

Metaverse sectors of the digital ecosystem.  These sectors are the future, and they will 

be TheCure's future as well. Longevity is one of our many objectives, we are in it for the 

long haul.

 

Let's cure the world, one token at a time, and get rewarded with 2% reflections on each 

transaction while making the world a better place!
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All content provided in this white paper is solely for information purposes. This is not a legal document, nor a contract. 

This should not be taken as financial advice and each individual should always do their own research. We operate on 

but are not responsible for any actions taken by the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), as they are out of our control. Though 

we are in it for the long haul, TheCure does not and can not predict any major profits or losses, the community will 

play a large role in the direction of this project, alongside the project management team. Any investment made 

should be a total personal decision, and all individuals should accept the risk of total loss. Longevity of this project is 

the goal, but it isn't promised. All of the information found on this whitepaper isn't guaranteed, and nothing is 

promised. The outcome of the project is unknown and all risks taken by investors should be accepted by the 

individual, including: total loss, unforeseen changes of roadmap, plans and goals, price fluctuations.  All information in 

this whitepaper is subject to change as the project grows.

 

 

Disclaimer



Tokenomics
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36%

TheCure ($THEC) is a auto-burn deflationary token in two ways; there is a 1% 

auto-burn fee on each transaction made, as well as has reflections going to 

every wallet including the burn wallet, increasing the total amount of tokens 

being burned on each transaction. Manual burn events will also take place.

 

A percentage of each transaction is also automatically added to the liquidity 

pool.

 

Furthermore, TheCure distributes 2% of each transaction to our holders with 

reflections, giving incentive for holders to hold our token long term, while 

being rewarded for doing so. TheCure is here to stay long term and will one 

day be a part of the P2E Gaming, NFT and Metaverse sectors.

Name Symbol Supply

TheCure THEC 1 Quadrillion

Auto-Burn

1% + BW Reflections

Reflections

2% / transaction

Network

BEP-20

Marketing, charity and development fees are also present to ensure the future and longevity 

of the project. Sell fees will be 1% higher during the early stages of the project to reduce pump 

and dump schemes and encourage holding. These will be used for influencer marketing, 

billboards, TheCure merch as well as NFT and P2E development. Charity funds will go directly 

to helping make the world a better place and donating to charities in various sectors such as 

research, medicine, other small businesses or project with a good cause, and animal rescue.

 

We plan on increasing the reflection rate as the project grows, to further rewards to our 

holders.

LP (Locked)

1% / transaction



Roadmap

The early stages of TheCure will mostly revolve around building and strengthening our community. 

In this initial stage we will work on setting up everything we need to grow TheCure into  a thriving 

ecosystem, such as stage one of marketing, Coin tracker listings, our website, Social Media and so 

on.

 

In our second stage, this is when we will truly start to grow and branch out to all aspects needed in a 

successful project and become a thriving ecosystem.. Our charitable donations will begin. We will 

begin to build partnerships and find partners, get audited, start aggressive global marketing with 

influencer marketing, for instance. We will work on getting CEX listed, begin giveaways and create 

our YouTube channel to prepare for our next phase; TheCureVerse.

 

TheCureVerse: This is when we will reveal and showcase our P2E game idea, and start working on 

NFTs as well as construct ideas for our Metaverse Integration. Stage three of marketing will begin 

and we will begin Billboard marketing and further our current marketing tactics. We will also work on 

TheCure Merchandise and payments.

 

We will actively be looking for ways to innovate and improve TheCure. Listening to ideas and 

suggestions from TheCure holders and our community is one of the many ways we will continue to 

grow.

 

This roadmap is subject to change as our ideas and visions grow, for the better.
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Q3 2022

TheCure Birth

Birth of $THEC

Website Launch

Social Media 

Accounts

Whitepaper

Telegram & Twitter

Coin tracker listings - 

(CG CMC)

Website Launch

Holder Reflections

Stage one of 

Marketing

Q4 2022 - Q1 

2023

TheCure Growth

Charity Donations 

commence

Youtube Channel

Partnerships

Influencer Marketing

Global Marketing

Certik Audit

CEX Listings

Burn Events

TheCure DEX

Giveaways

TBA 2023

TheCureVerse

Billboards

TheCure Payments

TheCure P2E game 

showcase

TheCure NFTs

TheCure Merch

TheCure Metaverse 

/ TheCureVerse 

ideas for integration 

 

 



Ecosystem and Values
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Rewards Transparency

2% Reflections

Auto Burn

Burn Events

Charity

Dedicated charity wallet to help 

those in need, animal rescue, as 

well as fund research and other 

projects.

We value complete honesty and 

transparency within our 

community, and will always keep 

you up to date.

Community Driven

Our goal is to build a strong 

community and transform TheCure 

into a thriving ecosystem inside the 

digital world.

Longevity

We are here for the long haul, and 

have plans and ideas for integration 

into the sectors of the future; P2E 

Gaming, NFTs and the Metaverse

Rug-Proof

LP locked

Audit in progress

Owner to be renounced
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~ Join Our Community ~

Get in touch with us!

t.me/TheCureTG twitter.com/TheCureToken

www.thecuretoken.net

Thank you

Make a donation

If you'd like to help TheCure grow and contribute to our  Charity 

partners or help fund marketing or development, send ETH or BNB to 

the following address. This is NOT the token contract.

0xC636196B7554B664399027eaFc946e7c901Ee7dE

Business and promotions: 

admin@thecuretoken.net


